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About This Game

Dead Rising® 2: Off the Record sees Frank West – photojournalist and original hero of the Dead Rising® Willamette
incident – take center stage as players experience a re-imagining of the Fortune City outbreak. Forget what you know about

Dead Rising® 2, "Frank West is back in the game!"

The new "Off the Record" storyline means an all new Dead Rising 2 experience. Frank will face off against more twisted
enemies, build more outrageous combo weapons, follow his own unique mission structure and explore brand new areas of

Fortune City to get his biggest scoop yet. Join Frank as he indulges in the insanity of "Uranus Zone," Fortune City’s very own
theme park. Full of deadly rides and crazy attractions, the sci-fi themed Uranus Zone is a true zombie-killing paradise.

Frank’s come-back means the return of his trusty camera, with players able to earn Prestige Points (PP) for specific photo
opportunities that are graded against criteria such as horror, drama, erotica and brutality.

In addition to the new scenario and gameplay enhancements, Dead Rising 2: Off the Record offers a suite of technical updates
including load time optimizations, improved network performance and a host of system upgrades to deliver a more satisfying

Dead Rising experience.

Key Features

Frank West is back – The original Dead Rising hero returns to get the scoop on the Fortune City outbreak

Fortune City but not as you know it – Experience a re-interpretation of the Fortune City outbreak through the eyes
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and camera of photojournalist Frank West:

New story and missions unique to Frank West

New environments including Fortune City’s latest attraction, “Uranus Zone”

New enemies and more psychotic Psychos

New crazy and hilarious combo-weapons

New items and vehicles
Say "Cheese!" – Capture those classic, violent, scary and hilarious Dead Rising moments, earn Prestige Points and
complete all new missions with Frank's new and improved camera feature.

Upgraded Experience – Full of technical improvements, system enhancements and feature upgrades to create a faster,
smoother, more satisfying Dead Rising.
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Its so bad u can't even get out of an area without spending all your time doing don't even try to play
IT SUCK
DON'T PLAY

Over. Nice DLC but the black mask is not included in the DLC.. Update:
Please Note that this Review was made when i was just a player and now that im a dev im simply updating this to state that i am
now a dev but this was a review when i was just a player

Game is still be developed so please remember this while buying this

ive played this game and i love it so far the dev is only by him self and he could use more support for the future if he desides to
make games and ill give a list of the stuff i like about the game

pros
base build
active dev
coop pve

cons
this game is only deved by one person
the game needs more content
and hits are somewhat unfair as they are not targeted. Holy♥♥♥♥♥♥they fixed it. I regret spending 30$, I wouldn't
recommend the purchase right now. Huge buzz kill when attempting to loot structures to have zombies appear of of thin air
around you. You can walk though an empty room (or clear the building) turn around and have 1 or a cluster of enemies to deal
with.

There needs to be a safe spot mechanic in place 20-50 blocks so you can just deal with whats around you and be able to loot in
peace. Also when using the claim land block it be nice if there was a no spawn min radius so players wouldn't have a zombie
hanging out at the front door or worse yet....in the base. Hopefully this will covered in the next patch.. Another game that just
shows why early access games shouldn't be bought.. A seemingly charming and fun game, this retro pixel adventure quickly
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grows stale and tiresome with its forced humor and extremely simplistic gameplay. I'm usually a fan of point-and-click
adventures and I love silly humor, but this is just an endless stream of the same jokes repeated over and over (e.g. that the player
characters is dumb) and bunch of pointless things to click on.

Could have worked if it had been shorter and had more of a gameplay hook. I think of this as a way less successful version fo
McPixel.
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You can add custom resources to this, ignore that other review.
VERY useful program, highly recommended! Very easy to use and there are already tons of 'parts' out there on the net to import
for use here. If you liked the demo, this is just a more convenient shined up version of it.. Draw a line on a piece of paper, put
the letter A at one end, and the letter B at the other. Make sure there is nothing interesting on the line between the two points.
Now take a different coloured pen/pencil and slowly draw over the line from point A toward point B, as you do this recite
various proverbs in a voice akin to reading a script at a school play.
This is what playing Drizzlepath: Genie is like.
I thought the previous Drizzlepath was pretty bad, but this one's just as dull and is three times longer! I like the idea of walking
simulators, but they have to have something in them to keep you interested, whether it be landmarks, buildings, animals, fauna,
whatever. The extent of "features" in this game are a few empty houses dotted around, a handful of broken statues and an out-of-
place dragon flapping through the skies: All of which you can't interact with.
It's a shame the Soundtrack isn't available separately, it is literally the best thing about the game, the rest of it is as bland as you
can imagine a game being. Don't waste your time.. 4:3 aspect ratio + inability to quit game + no spoken dialogue = Sub-par
brawler for die-hard Usagi Yojimbo comic fans. Recommended because I am one of those. For the price it's not bad and you'll
get your $5 worth. It reminds me of Fist of Jesus in terms of modern gameplay and quality of game.. Wow, definitely one of the
milestones of modern VR.. Hexodius isn't the worst example of this kind of game, but it's not compelling either. Especially not
at full price. I got it on sale, but it's otherwise pretty skippable.. Good puzzles! Recommended if you like Myst-like games.. I
like it. My only complaint so far is that the enemies can still shoot a projectile right after they die.. You can throw a bowling ball
and hit the pins. Basically that is it, no entertainment value at all. I would like to see a good bowling game, but this looks really
beta or even alpha at best. I guess this could have some potential to become something more and I dont want to be the bad guy
giving thumbs down, so keep on developing. By the way, it is not a 250 GB storage requirement as the specs says, but merely 25
MB...
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